Effect of different stapes prostheses on the passive vibration of the basilar membrane.
The effect of different stapes prostheses on the basilar membrane (BM) motion was determined. To that end, a three dimensional finite element (FE) model of the passive human cochlea was developed. Passive responses of the BM were found based on coupled fluid-structure interactions between the cochlear solid structures and the scala fluids. The passive BM vibrations in normal (healthy) cochlea were compared with vibrations in the cochlea in which a 0.4-mm piston or a proposed new type of prosthesis was implanted. The proposed chamber prosthesis was not experimentally implanted, but only numerically simulated. Design of the new chamber stapes prosthesis is presented for the first time in this paper. The simulation results showed 10-20 dB decrease in BM displacement amplitude in the case of the piston. In contrast, the BM responses in the cochlea with the new prosthesis are higher with respect to the healthy ear. The results obtained in this study are promising for further research to optimize the design of the new chamber stapes prosthesis.